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Abstract
We develop a new approach for establishing the Macaulayness of posets representable as
cartesian powers of other posets. This approach is based on a problem of constructing an ideal
of maximum rank in a poset. Using the relations between the maximum rank ideal problem
and the edge-isoperimetric problem on graphs we demonstrate an application of our approach
to speciﬁcation of all posets with a special Macaulay order. We also present a new general
construction for additive Macaulay posets and introduce several new families of Macaulay
posets.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let ðP;pPÞ be a poset with a partial orderpP: We say P is ranked if there exists a
function rP : P/N such that rPðzÞ ¼ 0 for some minimal element zAP; and rPðxÞ ¼
rPðyÞ  1 whenever xoPy and there is no zAP with xoP zoPy: Note that we do not
suppose that rPðxÞ ¼ 0 for all minimal elements of P: We will omit the subscript in rP
if it is clear which poset is considered. For iX0 denote by Pi the set of all elements of
P of rank i and let rðPÞ ¼ maxxAP rðxÞ: Now, for 0oiprðPÞ and ADPi deﬁne the
shadow of A as
DðAÞ ¼ fxAPi1 j xpPy for some yAAg:
We put DðAÞ ¼ | for any ADP0: For ﬁxed i40 and m; 1pmpjPij; the shadow
minimization problem (SMP) consists of ﬁnding a set ADPi such that jAj ¼ m and
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jDðAÞjpjDðBÞj for any BDPi; jBj ¼ m: Sets that are solutions to the SMP are called
optimal. SMP is one of fundamental problems in combinatorics and has numerous
applications. Examples of such problems include computing the number of perfect
matchings in bipartite graphs, the number of monotone Boolean functions,
percolation problems, network reliability, and extremal problems in combinatorial
topology. For details and more examples the reader is referred to a book of Engel
[11] and a survey [6].
It turns out that for many posets the solutions to the SMP are nested in the sense
that there exists a total order of the elements of Pi; such that any initial segment of
this order is an optimal set. Moreover, the nested optimal subsets in those posets
satisfy many important properties, which leads to the notion of a Macaulay poset.
A poset ðP;pPÞ is called Macaulay if there exists a total order M (called the
Macaulay order) on P such that for any initial segment S of this order and for any
i40 the following two conditions are satisﬁed:
Nestedness. the set S-Pi is optimal.
Continuity. DðS-PiÞ ¼ S0-Pi1 for some initial segment S0 of order M:
We consider the SMP on posets that are representable as the cartesian product of
other posets. Given two posets ðP;pPÞ and ðQ;pQÞ; their cartesian product is a
poset ðP 	 Q;pP	QÞ; such that ðx; yÞpP	Qðx0; y0Þ if and only if xpPx0 and ypQy0:
Since this operation is associative, the cartesian powers of a poset are well deﬁned.
We denote the nth cartesian power of ðP;pPÞ by Pn: It is easily shown that
the cartesian product of ranked posets is a ranked poset. In particular, for
x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞAPn one has
rPnðxÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
rPðxiÞ: ð1Þ
The SMP for the cartesian powers of a Macaulay poset has been intensively studied
in the literature. The examples include the famous Kruskal–Katona and Clements–
Linstro¨m theorems that establish the Macaulayness of the Boolean lattice and lattice
of multisets, respectively. Further examples include the star poset [11] and the spider
poset [5] (see [6] for more examples). The Macaulay orders for these posets vary
from the lexicographic order to a rather complicated order for the spider poset.
We say that ðx1;y; xnÞAPn precedes ðy1;y; ynÞAPn in the lexicographic order
if x1 ¼ y1;y; xi1 ¼ yi1 and xioPyi for some i; 1pipn:
Concerning the lexicographic order, a local–global principle [7] tells us that if this
order is Macaulay for P2 then, under certain natural assumptions on P; it is
Macaulay for Pn for any nX3: This result is an extension of the local–global
principle discovered by Ahlswede and Cai [1] with respect to the edge-isoperimetric
problem (EIP) on graphs. The EIP for a given graph G ¼ ðVG; EGÞ and integer m
consists of ﬁnding an induced subgraph S ¼ ðVS; ESÞ of G such that jVSj ¼ m and
jESj is maximum among all induced subgraphs with the same number of vertices
(see [2] for a survey). It seems to be very challenging to specify all posets for which
the lexicographic order is Macaulay. Moreover, no local–global principle for the
SMP is known for other orders.
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We extend the concept of nestedness in the SMP to other extremal problems
deﬁned on subsets of elements of a graph or a poset of order p: A series of solutions
A1; A2;y; Ap; jAij ¼ i; to a speciﬁc problem is called nested if AiCAiþ1 for
i ¼ 1;y; p  1: In other words, there exist a total order deﬁned on the element set of
the graph or poset, such that any initial segment of this order provides a solution to
the considered problem.
The SMP is closely related to the maximum rank ideal (MRI) problem. A set IDP
of a ranked poset ðP;pPÞ is called ideal if for any xAI one has yAI whenever ypPx:
For an ideal I we deﬁne its rank by RðIÞ ¼PxAI rðxÞ: The MRI problem consists of
ﬁnding for a given m; 1pmpjPj; an ideal IDP; such that jI j ¼ m and RðIÞXRðI 0Þ
for any ideal I 0DP with jI 0j ¼ m: The MRI problem is a special case of the maximum
weight ideal problem studied in [12], where instead of rðxÞ an arbitrary weight
function is used in the deﬁnition of RðIÞ: The MRI problem is, in a sense, easier than
the SMP due to the speciﬁc properties of the weight function that are not valid for
the shadow function. It is known that the MRI problem on a Macaulay poset does
have nested solutions. However, the corresponding MRI-order can be different from
the Macaulay order, in general. Moreover, the existence of an MRI-order does not
imply the poset is Macaulay [3].
The MRI problem, in turn, is closely related to the edge-isoperimetric problem
on graphs. An algorithm presented in [3] constructs for any graph G a
representing Macaulay poset P: This poset admits nested solutions in the MRI
problem such that if S is a solution to the EIP on G and IDP is a solution to
the MRI on P; then jESj ¼ RðIÞ whenever jVSj ¼ jI j: Thus, EIP on G is equivalent
to the MRI problem on P: It turns out that Pn is a representing poset for
the nth cartesian power of G for any nX1: Since the nestedness in the MRI
problem on a poset is a necessary condition for the poset to be Macaulay and
the MRI problem is easier to solve, it makes sense to check the poset for the
nestedness in the MRI before verifying its Macaulayness. It seems that the
Macaulayness of the cartesian powers Pn is valid due not only to the structural
properties of the basic poset P; but also to the properties of the corresponding
Macaulay orders. This moves the focus in the analysis of Macaulay posets to the
analysis of orders.
In the light of the results presented above, the MRI problem is closely related to
the EIP, where very powerful methods have been developed. A new idea that we
explore in our paper is to adapt some EIP methods to the MRI problem and
approach the SMP through the MRI. We demonstrate this idea for a speciﬁc order
Zn deﬁned on Pn for nX1: We show that under certain conditions on P2; P3; and P4
the order Zn provides solutions to both the SMP and the MRI problem on Pn for
any nX2: Via the analysis of a simpler problem, the MRI, we narrow the class of
posets for which the order Zn can be an MRI-order, and thus a Macaulay order.
After that each poset in this class is checked for the Macaulayness. With our new
approach we not only establish a local–global principle for the orderZn with respect
to the SMP, but also characterize all posets for which cartesian powers with this
order are Macaulay. As a byproduct we also specify all graphs for which Zn
provides the nestedness for the EIP.
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Presently a limited number of orders are involved in the EIP/MRI business. The
lexicographic order and the star order were the only examples for a long time.
Recently, a new order for the cartesian powers of the Petersen graph was introduced
[4] and its restriction to the powers of cycles of length 5 was studied [9]. The last
order admits a natural generalization for larger graphs (and posets), and we call the
generalized order the zigzag order (see Section 3 for a precise deﬁnition of Zn). The
zigzag order in two dimensions is rather close to the well-studied lexicographic order.
It is known that the lexicographic order provides the nestedness for the EIP on many
graphs [2]. It is interesting that even a slight modiﬁcation of this order leads, as we
show, to a signiﬁcant narrowing of the class of graphs it is applicable to.
We present two new series of posets for which cartesian powers with the zigzag
order are Macaulay. One of these posets is the representing poset of a 5-cycle. The
Macaulayness of this poset implies a result of [9] concerning the EIP for the cartesian
powers of 5-cycles. The other poset is the so-called N-poset. To prove its
Macaulayness we developed a new general technique which is applicable to many
other posets.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some auxiliary results
needed for the proofs in Sections 3–5. Section 3 is devoted to the deﬁnition of the
zigzag order and to proving Theorem 1, which provides a characterization of all
posets for whose cartesian powers the zigzag order is an MRI-order. It turns out that
there are just two interesting posets with this property: the N-poset and the diamond
poset M3 shown in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 2(a), respectively. Since the zigzag order is only
a slight modiﬁcation of the lexicographic order it is surprising that there are only two
posets with this property whereas there are many for the lexicographic order. Also in
the section are Lemmas 5–9, which various consistent Macaulay orders share many
common properties with. The proofs of theses properties are interesting as they
follow a common pattern which may possibly be extended to a wider class of orders.
In Section 4 we prove the Macaulayness of the diamond poset in Theorem 2. This
theorem implies one of the main results of [9]: a solution of an edge-isoperimetric
problem on the cartesian product of 5-cycles. In Section 5 we present a new general
construction for Macaulay posets formulated in Theorem 3. This is a kind of new
product theorem for Macaulay posets, and we apply it to establishing the
Macaulayness of the powers of the N-poset. This is the ﬁrst non-trivial Macaulay
poset with more than one minimum and maximum elements, whose all cartesian
posets are Macaulay. Concluding remarks in Section 6 complete the paper.
2. Some auxiliary results
Let P be a ranked poset with a total order O1 deﬁned on its element set. Denote
p ¼ jPj  1 and assume P ¼ f0; 1;y; pg; where the elements are listed in the order
O1: Now the elements of Pn can be considered as n-dimensional vectors with integer
entries from the set P: Furthermore, suppose for any nX2 a total order On is
deﬁned on the set Pn: We say that the order On is consistent if for any two elements
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x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞ and y ¼ ðy1;y; ynÞ of Pn and any i ¼ 1; 2;y; n whenever xi ¼ yi
one has: ðx1;y; xi;y; xnÞoOnðy1;y; yi;y; ynÞ if and only if ðx1;y; xi1;
xiþ1;y; xnÞoOn1ðy1;y; yi1; yiþ1;y; ynÞ:
For xAPn; yAPnt ; and t; 0ptprðPnÞ denote
FnðxÞ ¼ fzAPn j zpOnxg;
Fnt ðyÞ ¼ fzAPnt j zpOnyg ¼FnðyÞ-Pnt ;
DnewðyÞ ¼DðFnt ðyÞÞ\DðFnt ðyÞ\yÞ:
The setsFnðxÞ andFnt ðyÞ are called initial segments. We often omit the superscript if
n ¼ 1: Furthermore, for nX2 and ADPn denote
Pnði; jÞ ¼ fðx1;y; xnÞAPn j xi ¼ jg;
Aði; jÞ ¼A-Pnði; jÞ:
Obviously, for all i ¼ 1;y; n and any j the subposet of Pn with the element set
Pnði; jÞ and the induced partial order is isomorphic to Pn1: For nX2 the set A is
called i-compressed if for any j ¼ 0; 1;y; jPj  1 the set Aði; jÞ is an initial segment in
order On1: If A is i-compressed for any i ¼ 1;y; n then it is called compressed. We
call a total order On on Pn an MRI-order if any initial segment of this order is a
solution to the MRI problem.
Lemma 1. Let On for nX2 be a consistent order and let ADPn be an ideal.
Furthermore, let On1 be an MRI-order. Then there exists a compressed ideal IDPn
such that jI j ¼ jAj and RðIÞXRðAÞ:
Proof. Let ADPn be an ideal. Fix i; 1pipn; and consider the set BDPn obtained by
replacing Aði; jÞ with the initial segment in order On1 of the same size in the
corresponding subposet Pnði; jÞ for j ¼ 0;y; p: Then B is i-compressed.
First we show that B is an ideal. Let y ¼ ðy1;y; ynÞAB and x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞoPny:
We have to show xAB: Without loss of generality, we can assume
rPnðxÞ ¼ rPnðyÞ  1: That is, x and y differ just in one entry, say the jth one and
rPðxjÞ ¼ rPðyjÞ  1: If jai then x; yAPnði; xiÞ and xAB by the consistency of the
order On: If j ¼ i; let us turn back to the set A: Since A is an ideal, for any zAAði; yiÞ
and z0 obtained from z by replacing zi ¼ yi with zi ¼ xi one has z0AAði; xiÞ: This
implies jAði; xiÞjXjAði; yiÞj: A similar inequality is satisﬁed for B: Since Bði; xiÞ and
Bði; yiÞ are initial segments of the same total order On1; one has xAB:
Taking into account (1) one has
RðAÞ ¼
X
xAA
Xn
j¼1
rPðxjÞ ¼
X
xAA
X
jai
rPðxjÞ þ
X
xiAP
rPðxiÞ  jAði; xiÞj
p
X
xAB
X
jai
rPðxjÞ þ
X
xiAP
rPðxiÞ  jAði; xiÞj ¼ RðBÞ:
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We apply this operation for i ¼ 1; 2;y; n in the cyclic order until we get an
i-compressed set for any i: The resulting set is an ideal and the proof follows. &
For m ¼ 1;y; p þ 1 denote RðmÞ ¼ maxjI j¼m RðIÞ; where the maximum runs over
all ideals of P: Let Rð0Þ ¼ 0 and for 0pmpp denote dm ¼ Rðm þ 1Þ  RðmÞ:
Lemma 2. Let O be an MRI-order on P. Then for nX1 and for any compressed ideal
IDPn;
RðIÞ ¼
X
ðx1;y;xnÞAI
Xn
i¼1
dxi : ð2Þ
Proof. We prove this by induction on m ¼ jI j: For m ¼ 1 one has I ¼ fð0; 0;y; 0Þg
and the lemma is true. Assume it is true for all ideals of size m and consider an ideal
IDPn with jI j ¼ m þ 1: Let x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞAI be a maximal element, i.e. such that
yeI for any y larger than x in the partial order of Pn: Then I 0 ¼ I\fxg is an ideal and
(2) is valid for I 0 by induction. Note that the rank of x in Pn is rðx1Þ þ?þ rðxnÞ:
Since O is an MRI-order for P; one has rðzÞ ¼ dz for any zAP: This completes the
proof. &
If P is a Macaulay poset then the MRI problem always has nested solutions. To
specify them we need the following deﬁnition. A total order O on ðP;pPÞ is called
rank-greedy if the following two conditions are satisﬁed: (i) O is a linear extension
of the partial order pP on P and (ii) if rðxÞ4rðyÞ and zoOy for any zADðxÞ
then xoOy: It is easily shown that any initial segment of a rank-greedy order is an
ideal in P:
For any Macaulay poset there exists a rank-greedy Macaulay order. Indeed, let
ðP;pPÞ be a Macaulay poset with a Macaulay order O: We deﬁne a new total order
O0 on P as follows: set the ﬁrst element of P0 in order O to be the ﬁrst element in
order O0; assume mX1 elements are already ordered in O0 and denote their set by B:
Consider
A ¼ fxAP\BjDðxÞDBg:
We now let the next element in order O0 be the smallest (in order O) element of A of
maximum rank. Since the restrictions of O and O0 on Pt is the same order (on Pt)
for any t; then the order O0 is Macaulay. It is easily shown that O0 is rank-greedy
(see, e.g. [11]) and ðO0Þ0  O0:
Lemma 3 (see Engel [11]). Let P be a Macaulay poset with a rank-greedy Macaulay
order O: Then O is an MRI-order.
Note that if O is an MRI-order for P then P might be Macaulay with some other
total order different from O: On the other hand, examples show that P might not be
Macaulay (see [3]).
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We call a poset P connected if its Hasse diagram is a connected graph. For a
connected poset ðP;pPÞ denote by P the dual of P; that is, a poset with the same
element set and the reversed partial order denoted by pP: It is easily shown that
ðPÞn  ðPnÞ:
Lemma 4 (see Engel [11]). Let P be a connected Macaulay poset with a Macaulay
order O: Then P is Macaulay and O is a Macaulay order. Moreover, O is rank-greedy
if and only if O is rank-greedy.
3. The zigzag order as a Macaulay order
Let ðP;Z1Þ with P ¼ f0; 1;y; pg be a Macaulay poset whose elements are
numbered according to a Macaulay order Z1: To simplify matters we deﬁne the
zigzag order for jPjX4 only. It is not a signiﬁcant restriction, because any cartesian
power of P is Macaulay if jPjp3: Such posets are represented by the Boolean lattice,
the star poset and its dual, and lattice of multisets of size 3.
For nX2 we deﬁne the zigzag order Zn on Pn (with pX3) by specifying the
successor of each element of Pn as follows:
1. succð0; b2;y; bnÞ ¼ ð1; b2;y; bnÞ:
2. succð1; b2;y; bnÞ ¼ ð0; succðb2;y; bnÞÞ if ðb2;y; bnÞaðp;y; pÞ; and succð1; p;
y; pÞ ¼ ð2; 0;y; 0Þ:
3. If 2pb1op  1 then succðb1; b2;y; bnÞ ¼ ðb1; succðb2;y; bnÞÞ if ðb2;y; bnÞa
ðp;y; pÞ; and succðb1; p;y; pÞ ¼ ðb1 þ 1; 0;y; 0Þ:
4. succðp  1; b2;y; bnÞ ¼ ðp; b2;y; bnÞ:
5. succðp; b2;y; bnÞ ¼ ðp  1; succðb2;y; bnÞÞ if ðb2;y; bnÞaðp;y; pÞ; otherwise
there is no successor.
Therefore, the minimum and the maximum elements of Pn are ð0;y; 0Þ and
ðp;y; pÞ; respectively. Since any element different from ðp;y; pÞ has a uniquely
deﬁned successor, the total order on Pn is well-deﬁned. This order can also be deﬁned
in an equivalent way that we will use in our analysis. It follows from above that
ða1;y; anÞ4Znðb1;y; bnÞ if and only if
1. a1  b1X2; or
2. a1  b1 ¼ 1 and b1ef0; p  1g; or
3. a1  b1 ¼ 1 and b1Af0; p  1g and ða2;y; anÞXZn1ðb2;y; bnÞ; or
4. a1 ¼ b1 and ða2;y; anÞ4Zn1ðb2;y; bnÞ; or
5. a1  b1 ¼ 1 and a1Af0; p  1g and ða2;y; anÞ4Zn1ðb2;y; bnÞ:
It is easy to show that the dual of Zn is isomorphic to Zn: Thus, by Lemma 4 if
Zn is Macaulay for Pn then Zn is Macaulay for ðPÞn: We will often use this
assertion in our analysis.
Lemma 5 (see Carlson [9]). For any nX2 the order Zn is consistent.
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Although this lemma is proved in [9] for p ¼ 4 only, the proof is nearly identical
for p44:
A poset ðP;pPÞ is called graded if every minimal element has rank 0 and every
maximal element has the same rank. The proof of the next technical lemma is moved
to Section 5, because it is based on the concept of additivity that ﬁrst appears in that
section.
Lemma 6. If the order Z2 is Macaulay for P2 and P is connected, then P is graded.
The next lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 8.
Lemma 7. Let Z2 and Z3 be Macaulay orders on P2 and P3; respectively.
Furthermore, let jPjX4 and P be connected. Then either jP0j ¼ jPrðPÞj ¼ 1 or P is
the N-poset (see Fig. 4(b)).
Proof. Let t ¼ rðPÞ and assume jPtj41: Denote by b the minimum element of Pt and
let cAPt with c4Z1b: Let aADðbÞ:
Case 1: Assume aoZ1b: Since ðb; bÞ is the ﬁrst element of P22t in order Z2 then
Dððb; bÞÞ must be an initial segment. If aa0 or ba1 one has ða; cÞoZ2ðb; aÞ: Since
ðb; aÞADððb; bÞÞ and ða; cÞeDððb; bÞÞ; we get a contradiction with the continuity
property. Thus, we can assume a ¼ 0 and b ¼ 1:
Fact 1. If 0ADð1Þ then rð0Þ ¼ 0:
Proof. Assume rð0Þ40 and let xADð0Þ for some xX2: Such an element x does exist
due to Lemma 6. Since the ﬁrst four elements of P3 in the orderZ3 are the elements
ð0; 0; 0Þ; ð1; 0; 0Þ; ð0; 1; 0Þ; ð1; 1; 0Þ; for the set A ¼F33t1ðð1; 1; 0ÞÞ one has jAj ¼ 1:
Furthermore, ð1; 1; xÞADðAÞ; ð0; 0; 1ÞoZ3ð1; 1; xÞ and ð0; 0; 1ÞeDðAÞ; contradicting
the continuity property. &
Since 0ADð1Þ and rð1Þ ¼ rðPÞ; Fact 1 implies rðPÞ ¼ 1: Now, we show
Dð1Þ ¼ f0g: ð3Þ
To show this assume xADð1Þ for some xX2 then consider A ¼F21ðð1; 0ÞÞ: One has
jAj ¼ 1; ðx; 0ÞADðAÞ; ð0; 1ÞoZ2ðx; 0Þ and ð0; 1ÞeDðAÞ; contradicting the continuity
property.
Case 1a: Assume jP0j41 and let zAP0 be the minimum element with z4Z10:
Let dAP1 be the ﬁrst element such that zADðdÞ: Since P is connected, the element
d does exist. We show that d is the ﬁrst element such that d4Z11 and dAP1:
For this assume the contrary and let C ¼ fxAP1 j 1oZ1xoZ1dg: Let k ¼ jCjX1
and let x1oZ1x2oZ1?oZ1xk be the elements of C: Consider the set A ¼
fð1; 1Þ; ð1; x1Þ;y; ð1; xkÞ; ð1; dÞgCP22; which is an initial segment. By (3),
fð0; dÞ; ð1; zÞgDDnewðð1; dÞÞ and Dððx1; 1ÞÞ\DðA\fð1; dÞgÞ ¼ fðx1; 0Þg: Hence, for
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B ¼ ðA\fð1; dÞgÞ,fðx1; 1Þg one has jDðBÞjpjDðAÞj  1; contradicting the optimality
of A: This implies, C ¼ |:
Now, consider the set D ¼F22ðd; 1Þ: If d4Z1z and dap one has ðd; 0ÞADðDÞ;
ðz; dÞoZ2ðd; 0Þ and ðz; dÞeDðDÞ; which contradicts the continuity. Therefore, d ¼ p
or doZ1z:
If d ¼ p then jP1j ¼ 2: Note that the assumptions of case 1a are satisﬁed for the
dual poset P: Applying the above arguments to P; one gets jP0j ¼ jP1j ¼ 2: This
and (3) imply P is the N-poset.
If doZ1z and zap one has ðz; 1ÞADðDÞ; ðd; zÞoZ2ðz; 1Þ and ðd; zÞeDðDÞ; which
contradicts the continuity. If z ¼ p then jP0j ¼ jP1j ¼ 2 and using (3) again we get
that P is the N-poset.
Case 1b: Assume jP0j ¼ 1: Since jPjX4 we have jP1jX3 and 0oZ1 i for i ¼ 1; 2; 3:
Now, let E be the initial segment of length 4 in P22: One has E ¼
fð1; 1Þ; ð1; 2Þ; ð1; 3Þ; ð1; 4Þg for jP1j43 and E ¼ fð1; 1Þ; ð1; 2Þ; ð1; 3Þ; ð2; 1Þg for
jP1j ¼ 3: In both cases jDðEÞj ¼ 5: However, for the set F ¼ fð1; 1Þ; ð1; 2Þ;
ð2; 1Þ; ð2; 2Þg one has jDðFÞj ¼ 4: Since F is not an initial segment we have a
contradiction with the nestedness property.
Case 2: Assume a4Z1b: Similar to the above, ðb; b; bÞ is the ﬁrst element of P23t; so
its shadow has to be an initial segment. However, if aa1 or ba0 one has
ðb; c; aÞeDðb; b; bÞ and ðb; c; aÞoZ3ða; b; bÞADðb; b; bÞ; contradicting the continuity.
From now on assume a ¼ 1 and b ¼ 0:
Fact 2. If 1ADð0Þ then rð1Þ ¼ 0:
Proof. Assume rð1Þ40 and let xADð1Þ for some xX2: Such an element x does exist
due to Lemma 6. Then for A ¼F22t1ðð1; 0ÞÞ one has jAj ¼ 1; ðx; 0ÞADðAÞ;
ð0; xÞoZ2ðx; 0Þ and ð0; xÞeDðAÞ; contradicting the continuity. &
Since 1ADð0Þ and rð0Þ ¼ rðPÞ; Fact 2 implies rðPÞ ¼ 1: Similar to the above we
can show Dð0Þ ¼ f1g: Namely, if xADð0Þ and xXZ12 then consider the set
A ¼F22ðð0; 0ÞÞ: One has jAj ¼ 1; ðx; 0ÞADðAÞ; ð1; cÞoZ2ðx; 0Þ and ð1; cÞeDðAÞ;
contradicting the continuity property. Now the rest of the proof goes along the lines
of cases 1a and 1b by exchanging 0 and 1 in all arguments. &
This lemma is obviously true for jPj ¼ 2 but not for jPj ¼ 3: In the later case the
ﬁrst assumption of the lemma is satisﬁed for the star poset with one element
in P0 and two elements in P1: However, this poset and its dual are among few
exceptions.
A lemma similar to the following lemma has already appeared in [7] with respect
to the lexicographic order. The proof below is essentially borrowed from [7] and
modiﬁed mostly for the cases when the lexicographic order and the zigzag order do
not match. Lemmas 8 and 9, the key lemmas for our technique, and Lemma 3 allow
us to approach the SMP through the MRI problem.
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Lemma 8. Assume P is a connected poset different from the N-poset and let jPjX4:
Furthermore, let Z2; Z3; and Z4 be Macaulay orders on P2; P3; and P4; respectively.
Then the order Z1 on P is rank-greedy.
Proof. First assume the order Z1 is not a linear extension of pP; i.e. there exist
a; bAP such that aADðbÞ and a4Z1b: We call such pair fa; bg an inverted pair and
show that the existence of an inverted pair implies that P is a chain. The proof is
long, and is preceded by four facts.
Denote by fi (resp. li) the ﬁrst (resp. last) element of Pi; i ¼ 0;y; rðPÞ:
Fact 3. For any zAPi; i ¼ 1;y; rðPÞ; DðzÞ ¼ Pi1:
Proof. Let us choose an inverted pair fa; bg satisfying
if bADðxÞ then boZ1x: ð4Þ
Since P is ﬁnite and (4) is trivially satisﬁed if rðbÞ ¼ rðPÞ; it is easily shown that an
inverted pair satisfying (4) does exist. Assume to the contrary that there exists an
element uAPi1\DðfiÞ for some iX1: Let t ¼ rPðbÞ and denote B ¼F2tþiðb; fiÞDP2tþi:
Then ðb; uÞeDðBÞ: Indeed, if ðb; uÞADðx; yÞ for some ðx; yÞAB then either bADðxÞ or
uADðyÞ:
If bADðxÞ then boZ1x by (4). Since tX1; Fact 1 applied to the pair b ¼ 0 and x
shows that xa1: This implies ðb; fiÞoZ2ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx; fiÞ: Furthermore, if uADðyÞ then
fioZ1y and x ¼ b: This implies ðb; fiÞoZ2ðx; yÞ ¼ ðb; yÞ again, and ðb; uÞeDðBÞ is
established.
Now, if ða; bÞefð1; 0Þ; ðp; p  1Þg then ðb; uÞoZ2ða; fiÞADðBÞ: Since B is an initial
segment, we have a contradiction with the continuity property. Consider the case
ða; bÞ ¼ ð1; 0Þ: Fact 2 implies rð1Þ ¼ 0 and rð0Þ ¼ 1: Let A ¼ fð1; 1; 0; 0Þ; ð1; 0; 1; 0Þ;
ð0; 1; 1; 0ÞgDP42: Then A is an initial segment and jDðAÞj ¼ 4: However, for the
set B ¼ fð1; 1; 0; 0Þ; ð1; 0; 1; 0Þ; ð1; 0; 0; 1Þg one has jDðBÞj ¼ 3; contradicting the
Macaulayness of P4:
If ða; bÞ ¼ ðp; p  1Þ then we have an inverted pair ð1; 0Þ in the Macaulay poset P:
This leads to a contradiction with the Macaulayness of ðPÞ4 as it is shown in the last
paragraph. Therefore, the element u does not exist, i.e. DðfiÞ ¼ Pi1 for i ¼
1;y; rðPÞ: This and the Macaulayness of P imply the assertion for any zAPi: &
Fact 4. If rð0Þ ¼ rð1Þ then Dð0Þ ¼ |:
Proof. Assume Dð0Þa|; which by Lemma 6 is equivalent to s ¼ rð0Þ40: Let xADð0Þ
for some xXZ12: Note that ð0; 0Þ is the ﬁrst element in its level of P2: Consider
A ¼F22sðð0; 0ÞÞ: One has jAj ¼ 1; ðx; 0ÞADðAÞ; ð1; xÞoZ2ðx; 0Þ; but ð1; xÞeDðAÞ;
contradicting the continuity property. &
Fact 5. If fa; bg is an inverted pair and t ¼ rðbÞ; then a ¼ lt1 and b ¼ ft:
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Proof. First we show that a ¼ lt1: Since this is true if jPt1j ¼ 1; let us assume
jPt1j41: Since ftpZ1b; ða; ftÞ is also an inverted pair (Fact 3). So, we can assume
b ¼ ft: Suppose aoZ1 lt1 and consider A ¼F22t1ððb; aÞÞ:
We show ða; lt1ÞeDðAÞ: Indeed, assume ða; lt1ÞADððx; yÞÞ for some ðx; yÞAA:
Then either x ¼ a or y ¼ lt1: If y ¼ lt1 then rðxÞ ¼ t; so xXZ1b by the choice of b:
Since ða; lt1ÞeDððb; aÞÞ then x4Z1b: Now, if ðb; xÞað0; 1Þ and ðb; xÞaðp  1; pÞ
then ðx; lt1Þ4Z2ðb; aÞ; so ðx; yÞeA; a contradiction. If ðb; xÞ ¼ ð0; 1Þ then, by Fact
2, this contradicts the existence of a: Since boZ1a; ðb; xÞ ¼ ðp  1; pÞ is impossible.
Consider the case x ¼ a: Now, lt14Z1a implies ða; bÞaðp; p  1Þ: Furthermore, if
ða; bÞað1; 0Þ then ðx; yÞ ¼ ða; yÞ4Z2ðb; aÞ; so ðx; yÞeA: Finally, if ða; bÞ ¼ ð1; 0Þ then
rðaÞ ¼ 0 by Fact 5. Lemma 7 implies jP0j ¼ 1 which contradicts aalt1:
Now we show ða; lt1ÞoZ2ðlt1; aÞ: This is obviously true if ða; lt1Það0; 1Þ and
ða; lt1Þaðp; p  1Þ: Since boZ1a then aX1: Consider the case ða; lt1Þ ¼ ðp; p  1Þ:
Now in the dual poset P the elements 0 and 1 are in the same level. This leads to a
contradiction provided by Fact 4.
Therefore, ða; lt1ÞeDðAÞ and ða; lt1ÞoZ2ðlt1; aÞADðAÞ; thus contradicting the
continuity property. Hence, a ¼ lt1: The second part of the statement follows by
applying similar arguments to the dual poset ðPÞ2: &
Fact 6. If fa; bg be an inverted pair and t ¼ rðbÞ; then jPtj ¼ jPt1j ¼ 1:
Proof. Suppose jPtj41: By Fact 4, ðb; ltÞað0; 1Þ: Since a4Z1b and lt4Z1b then
bap  1: Furthermore, by Lemma 7, torðPÞ: Fact 3 implies b ¼ ftADðxÞ for any
xAPtþ1; and it follows from Fact 5 that boZ1x: To get a contradiction consider
A ¼F33tððb; b; bÞÞ:
First we show that ðb; lt; aÞeDðAÞ: Indeed, assume that ðb; lt; aÞADðx; y; zÞ
for some ðx; y; zÞAA: Then the vectors ðb; lt; aÞ and ðx; y; zÞ differ in only one entry.
If bADðxÞ then x4Z1b by above. So if ðb; xÞað0; 1Þ then ðx; lt; aÞ4Z3ðb; b; bÞ: If
ðb; xÞ ¼ ð0; 1Þ then rðbÞ ¼ 0 by Fact 1, which contradicts the existence of a: If
ltADðyÞ then y4Z1b and similar argument as above implies ðb; y; aÞ4Z3ðb; b; bÞ:
Finally, if aADðzÞ then ðb; ltÞað0; 1Þ (Fact 4) and lt4Z1b imply ðb; lt; zÞ4Z3ðb; b; bÞ;
a contradiction. Hence, ðb; lt; aÞeDðAÞ is established.
Note again that jPtj41 implies ðb; aÞaðp  1; pÞ: Now, if ðb; aÞað0; 1Þ then
ðb; lt; aÞoZ3ða; b; bÞADðAÞ; contradicting the continuity property. If ðb; aÞ ¼ ð0; 1Þ
then we come to a contradiction with the Macaulayness of P4 as it is shown in the
proof of Fact 3. Similar arguments in the dual posets ðPÞ2 and ðPÞ3 imply
jPt1j ¼ 1: &
We are now ready to conclude the proof of the Lemma. Let ða; bÞ be an inverted
pair and let t ¼ rðbÞ: Without loss of generality we can assume rðPÞX2; since
otherwise the inverted pair ð1; 0Þ contradicts the Macaulayness of P4: Assume
additionally torðPÞ and ftþ14Z1b: Consider A ¼Ftþ1ððb; f1ÞÞDP2tþ1: Now, B ¼
Dnewððb; f1ÞÞ ¼ fðb; f0Þ; ða; f1Þg: Furthermore, ðftþ1; f0ÞeA and Dðftþ1; f0Þ ¼ fðb; f0Þg:
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Therefore,
jDððA\ðb; f1ÞÞ,ðftþ1; f0ÞÞj ¼ jDðAÞj  jBj þ 1ojDðAÞj;
which contradicts the optimality of A:
Hence, ftþ1oZ1b and, thus, fb; ftþ1g is an inverted pair. Fact 6 implies jPtþ1j ¼ 1:
By iterating the argument with respect to the inverted pair fftþi; ftþiþ1g for
1piprðPÞ  t  1 we get
b ¼ ft4Z1ftþ14Z1?4Z1 frðPÞ and jPtj ¼ jPtþ1j ¼?jPrðPÞj ¼ 1:
Similar arguments in the dual ðPÞ2 provide
f04Z1 f14Z1?4Z1 ft1 ¼ a and jP0j ¼ jP1j ¼?jPt1j ¼ 1:
Therefore, P is a chain and f04Z1?4Z1fp for pX2: If pX3 then P
2
2 ¼ fðp 
2; pÞ; ðp; p  2Þ; ðp  1; p  1Þg; where the elements are listed in increasing order Z2:
Consider B ¼F22ððp  2; pÞÞ: One has jBj ¼ 1 and DðBÞ ¼ fðp  1; pÞg is not an
initial segment, since ðp; p  1ÞeDðBÞ: This contradicts the continuity property. For
p ¼ 2 one has P22 ¼ fð1; 1Þ; ð0; 2Þ; ð2; 0Þg: Denoting A ¼ fð1; 1Þg and B ¼ fð0; 2Þg we
have jDðAÞj ¼ 241 ¼ jDðBÞj; which is a contradiction.
The above arguments show that the Macaulay order Z1 is a linear extension of
the partial orderp: To complete the proof we have to show that the second claim in
the deﬁnition of rank-greediness is fulﬁlled for P: Suppose this is not true. Then there
exist a; bAP such that zoZ1a for any zADðbÞ; rðbÞ4rðaÞ and b4Z1a: Since DðbÞa|
then aa0: So, ðb; aÞað1; 0Þ: Furthermore, bap since otherwise b is the top element
of P because Z1 is a linear extension of p: Hence, ðb; aÞaðp; p  1Þ:
Let q ¼ rðbÞ  rðaÞ and consider the set B ¼F2rðaÞþqðða; fqÞÞDP2rðaÞþq: Since
ðb; f0Þ4Z2ða; fqÞ; then ðb; f0ÞeB: Furthermore, zoZ1a for any zADðbÞ implies
Dððb; f0ÞÞDDðBÞ: Since aab and qX1; then Dððb; f0ÞÞ-Dðða; fqÞÞ ¼ |:
Since the order Z1 is a linear extension of p; and since qX1; then
ða; fq1ÞADnewðða; fqÞÞ: Thus, jDnewðða; fqÞÞjX1: One has
jDððB\ða; fqÞÞ,ðb; f0ÞÞj ¼ jDðBÞj  jDnewðða; fqÞÞjojDðBÞj;
which contradicts the optimality of B: &
It is worth noting that Lemma 8 is not necessarily true without the assumptions
concerning n ¼ 3 and 4. The diamond poset P shown in Fig. 1(a) has the Macaulay
order presented in the ﬁgure which is not rank-greedy, and Z2 is Macaulay for P2:
Furthermore,Z2 andZ3 are Macaulay for the corresponding powers of the N-poset
and the 2-cube with the Macaulay order shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively, but
Z1 is not rank-greedy.
Lemma 9. If jP0j ¼ jPrðPÞj ¼ 1; the order Z1 is rank-greedy on P and Z2 is Macaulay
for P2; then Zn is rank-greedy on Pn for any nX2:
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Proof. To show thatZn is a linear extension of Pn consider x; yAPn with xoPny: We
have to show xoZny: Without loss of generality, we can assume rPnðxÞ ¼ rPnðyÞ  1:
Hence, x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞ and y ¼ ðy1;y; ynÞ differ in one entry, say the ith one.
Therefore, xiADðyiÞ in P: Since Zn is consistent then xoZny if and only if xioZ1yi:
But the last inequality holds due to the rank-greediness of Z1:
To prove the second claim in the deﬁnition of rank-greediness we apply the
induction on n: For n ¼ 1 this is true, so we proceed with nX2: Suppose that there
exist x; yAPn with rPnðxÞ4rPnðyÞ and x4Zny such that
zoZny for any zADðxÞ: ð5Þ
Case 1: Assume there exists a zAP such that x14Z1z4Z1y1: Now, rðxiÞ ¼ 0 for
2pipn; since otherwise for ziADðxiÞ one has ðx1;y; xi1; zi; xiþ1;y; xnÞ4Zny;
contradicting (5). Since jP0j ¼ 1; x2 ¼? ¼ xn ¼ 0: Since rPnðxÞ4rPnðyÞ then
rPðx1Þ4rPðy1Þ: Since x14Z1y1 and the order Z1 is rank-greedy, there exists
zADðx1Þ such that zXZ1y1: Let z be the maximum element satisfying these
conditions. Since zADðx1Þ then zap:
Assume y14Z10: Now, if z4Z1y1 then ðz; x2;y; xnÞ4Zny; which contradicts (5).
If z ¼ y1 then rPnðxÞ ¼ rPðx1Þ ¼ rPðy1Þ þ 1 and rPnðxÞ4rPnðyÞ imply rPnðxÞ ¼
rPnðyÞ þ 1 and rðy2Þ ¼? ¼ rðynÞ ¼ 0; so ðy2;y; ynÞ ¼ ð0;y; 0Þ: Hence, yADðxÞ
which contradicts (5).
Assume y1 ¼ 0: If z4Z11 then we have a similar contradiction as above. Now, if
z ¼ 1 then Dðx1Þ ¼ fzg: If rPnðyÞ ¼ 0 then DðxÞ ¼ fð1; 0;y; 0Þg contradicts (5).
Therefore, rPnðyÞ ¼ 1 which implies rPn1ððy2;y; ynÞÞ ¼ 1: Now, if nX3 then x and y
have a common zero entry and the lemma is true by induction and the consistency of
Zn: If n ¼ 2 then the ﬁrst element of P22 is z ¼ ð1; 1Þ and jDðzÞj ¼ 241 ¼ jDðxÞj
contradicting the Macaulayness of Z2:
Case 2: Assume x1 ¼ y1 þ 1; x1ap; and y1a0: By similar arguments to the above
one has rðxiÞ ¼ 0 for 2pipn; rðx1Þ4rðy1Þ; and z4Z1y1 for some zADðx1Þ:
Therefore, y1oZ1zoZ1x1: But since x1 and y1 are consecutive elements in order Z1
the element z does not exist. The obtained contradiction implies that this case is
impossible.
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Case 3: Assume ðx1; y1Þ ¼ ð1; 0Þ or ðx1; y1Þ ¼ ðp; p  1Þ: Now x4Zny implies
ðx2;y; xnÞXZn1ðy2;y; ynÞ: Since P has one minimum and one maximum element,
y1ADðx1Þ: This implies z ¼ ð0; x2;y; xnÞADðxÞ and zXZny which contradicts (5).
Case 4: Assume ðx1; y1Þ ¼ ð0; 1Þ or ðx1; y1Þ ¼ ðp  1; pÞ: Then ðx2;y; xnÞ4
Zn1ðy2;y; ynÞ and rPn1ðx2;y; xnÞ4rPn1ðy2;y; ynÞ: By induction there exists an
element ðz2;y; znÞADððx2;y; xnÞÞ such that ðz2;y; znÞXZn1ðy2;y; ynÞ: But then
for z ¼ ðx1; z2;y; znÞADðxÞ one has zXZny contradicting (5). &
Later in this section we will obtain necessary conditions for a poset P in order for
the zigzag order Zn to be Macaulay for Pn for any nX2: If Zn is Macaulay for Pn
then by Lemma 3 it is an MRI-order. The MRI problem is easier to analyze than the
SMP. As we show there exists a limited number of posets that satisfy this necessary
condition. The proof that these posets are Macaulay will be done in Sections 4 and 5.
Note that the proof of Lemma 10 and Theorem 1 can be slightly simpliﬁed by adding
an additional condition concerningZ3 and using Lemma 7. However, we did not do
this in order to present a method that can be applied to a more general situation.
Throughout this section we assume the MRI problem on a connected poset P has
nested solutions provided by some total order Z1 and that order Z2 is an MRI-
order for P2: For any integer nX1 and mX0 denote by FnðmÞDPn the initial
segment of length m of the order Zn on Pn: Let dðPÞ ¼ ðd0;y; dpÞ:
Lemma 10. Let P with jPjX4 be a connected poset and Z1 and Z2 be MRI-orders for
P and P2; respectively. Then the following three conditions hold for dðPÞ:
1. diþ1pdi þ 1 for 0piop;
2. d1 ¼ 1 and 0pd2p1;
3. If d2 ¼ 0 then P is the N-poset.
Proof. To show the ﬁrst assertion assume the contrary, i.e. diþ1Xdi þ 2 for some
iX0: Let I1 ¼F1ðiÞ; I2 ¼F1ði þ 1Þ and I3 ¼F1ði þ 2Þ: One has I1CI2CI3: Let
x ¼ I2\I1 and y ¼ I3\I2: Since diþ1  diX2 then rðyÞ  rðxÞX2: This implies that
either x and y are incomparable, or there exists zAP with xoPzoPy: In the later case
zAI1 since x and y are consecutive elements in orderZ1: Therefore, I ¼ I1,fyg is an
ideal and jI j ¼ jI2j ¼ i þ 1: One has RðIÞ ¼ RðI2Þ  rðxÞ þ rðyÞXRðI2Þ þ 2: This
contradicts the fact that Z1 is an MRI-order.
For the second assertion d0 ¼ 0 implies d1p1: Assume d1 ¼ 0: If di ¼ 0 for
i ¼ 0;y; p then P is an antichain and, hence is not connected. Otherwise, let
i ¼ minfj j dj40g and consider A ¼ fðx; 0Þ j x ¼ 0; 1;y; igDP2: Then A is an ideal
and RðAÞ ¼ 1 by Lemma 2. It is easily seen that RðF2ðjAjÞÞ ¼ 0; a contradiction.
Similarly, part (a) implies d2p2: Assume d2 ¼ 2 and consider the ideal A ¼
fð0; 0Þ; ð0; 1Þ; ð0; 2Þg: One has RðAÞ  RðF2ðjAjÞÞ ¼ 1; a contradiction.
Finally, for the last assertion, i ¼ minfjX3 j dj40g: If jPj44 consider the ideal
A ¼ ðf0; 1;y; i  2g 	 PÞ,fði  1; 0Þ; ði  1; 1Þ; ði; 0Þ; ði; 1Þg:
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One has RðAÞ4RðF2ðjAjÞÞ; which is a contradiction, and so jPjX4 implies that
jPj ¼ 4: By part (a) one has 0pd3p1: Therefore, either dðPÞ ¼ ð0; 1; 0; 1Þ or dðPÞ ¼
ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ: In the ﬁrst case P is the N-poset, while in the second case P is not
connected. &
Denote by Hn the Boolean lattice (or the Hypercube) of dimension n: We need the
last auxiliary lemma before proving Theorem 1.
Lemma 11. If Z2 is an MRI-order on P2 then the lexicographic order is an MRI-order
on P 	 Hk for any kX1:
Proof. The lemma is true for k ¼ 1 since P 	 H1 with the lexicographic order is
isomorphic to an initial segment of Z2 on P2: Assume kX2; and let A be a
compressed set which is a solution to the MRI problem. Let a ¼ ða; a1;y; akÞ be the
last element (in lexicographic order) of A and let b ¼ ðb; b1;y; bkÞ be the ﬁrst
element of ðP 	 HkÞ\A: Without loss of generality we can assume that a and b have
no equal entry. If aoZ1b then A is an initial segment of the lexicographic order, so
let us assume boZ1a:
If ai ¼ 1 for some i; 1pipk; then consider c obtained from a by replacing ai ¼ 1
with ai ¼ 0: Observe that bolexcolexa: Now, a and c have an equal entry, so cAA: By
a similar reason bAA; a contradiction. So, without loss of generality we can assume
that ai ¼ 0 and bi ¼ 1 for all 1pipk:
If there exists c such that boZ1coZ1a then consider c ¼ ðc; 1; 0;y; 0Þ: One has
bolexcolexa: As in the above case, the pairs of vectors b; a and c; b have a common
entry, so bAA; a contradiction. Hence, we can assume a ¼ ðsuccðbÞ; 0;y; 0Þ and
b ¼ ðb; 1;y; 1Þ: But then, taking into account Lemma 10(a), for the set A0 ¼
ðA\fagÞ,fbg one has RðA0Þ  RðAÞ ¼ ðRðAÞ  rðaÞ þ k þ rðbÞÞ  RðAÞXk  1X1;
which contradicts the optimality of A: &
Corollary 1. For any nX1; the lexicographic order is an MRI-order for Hn:
The proof is obtained by applying Lemma 11 to P ¼ H1:
Theorem 1. If jPjX4; and Z1 and Z2 are MRI-orders for P and P2 respectively, then
either
(a) jPj ¼ 4 and P is the N-poset, or
(b) jPj ¼ 5 and P is the diamond poset, or
(c) jPj ¼ 2k for some kX2 and dðPÞ ¼ dðHkÞ:
Proof. By Lemma 10(b), d1 ¼ 1: Assume di ¼ 1 for 1pipp: Let A ¼ ðf0; 1;y; p 
2g 	 PÞ,fðp  1; 0Þ; ðp  1; 1ÞgCP2: Then A is an ideal and RðAÞ  RðF2ðjAjÞÞ ¼ 1;
a contradiction. Consequently, let i ¼ minfjX2 j dja1g: By Lemma 10(b), diAf0; 2g:
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Assume di ¼ 0: If i ¼ 2 then P is the N-poset by Lemma 10(c). If i42 then
consider the ideal A ¼ ðf0; 1g 	 f0; 1;y; i  1gÞ,f2; 0gCP2: One has RðAÞ 
RðF2ðjAjÞÞ ¼ 1; a contradiction.
Assume di ¼ 2: Then iX3 by Lemma 10(b). Now, if 4piop then consider
the ideal A ¼ ðf0;y; i  2g 	 PÞ,fði  1; 0Þ; ði  1; 1Þ; ði; 0Þ; ði; 1ÞgCP2: One has
RðAÞ  RðF2ðjAjÞÞ ¼ 1; a contradiction. If 5pi ¼ p then consider the ideal A ¼
F2ð6Þ,fð2; 0Þ; ð2; 1Þ; ð2; 2ÞgCP2: One has RðAÞ  RðF2ð9ÞÞ ¼ 1; a contradiction.
Therefore, i ¼ p ¼ 4; and dðPÞ ¼ ð0; 1; 1; 1; 2Þ: Hence, P is the diamond poset.
Finally, we consider the case d3 ¼ 2; i.e. dðPÞ ¼ ð0; 1; 1; 2; d4;y; dpÞ: We show by
induction on t that
diþ2t ¼ di þ 1; for 0pio2t and i þ 2tpp: ð6Þ
For tp1 this follows from the values of the ﬁrst four entries of dðPÞ; so we assume
tX2: Consider the poset S ¼ H2 	 P: Since S coincides with an initial segment of
size 4jPj in order Z2 deﬁned on P 	 P; the restriction of Z2 on S is an MRI-order
for S: Note that the lexicographic order on P 	 H2 is isomorphic to the reverse-
lexicographic order on H2 	 P deﬁned as follows: ða0; b0ÞAP 	 H2 precedes
ða00; b00ÞAP 	 H2 in the lexicographic order if and only if ðb0; a0ÞAH2 	 P precedes
ðb00; a00ÞAH2 	 P in the reverse-lexicographic order. Therefore, by Lemma 11, the
reverse-lexicographic order is also an MRI-order for S: Let
A0 ¼ fðx; yÞAS j ðx; yÞpZ2ð0; iÞg;
A00 ¼ fðx; yÞAS j ðx; yÞpZ2ð0; i þ 2tÞg;
and let B0 and B00 be the initial segments of the reverse-lexicographic order on S with
jB0j ¼ jA0j and jB00j ¼ jA00j: Further, denote by ðx0; y0Þ and ðx00; y00Þ the maximum
elements of B0 and B00 in the reverse-lexicographic order, respectively. Therefore,
A0; A00; B0; and B00 are maximum rank ideals in S; and RðA0Þ ¼ RðB0Þ and RðA00Þ ¼
RðB00Þ: Since these ideals are initial segments of the corresponding total orders, one
has
rSðð0; iÞÞ ¼ rSððx0; y0ÞÞ and rSðð0; i þ 2tÞÞ ¼ rSððx00; y00ÞÞ: ð7Þ
Since jB0j ¼ 2i þ 1; jB00j ¼ 2ði þ 2tÞ þ 1 and tX2; one has x0  ð2i þ 1Þmod 4 
ð2ði þ 2tÞ þ 1Þmod 4  x00: Similarly, y00  y0 ¼ 2t1: Furthermore, y0pi=2p2t1  1;
and by (7) and the inductive hypothesis, one has
diþ2t  di ¼ðd0 þ diþ2tÞ  ðd0 þ diÞ
¼ rSðð0; i þ 2tÞÞ  rSðð0; iÞÞ ¼ rSðx00; y00Þ  rSðx0; y0Þ
¼ ðdx00 þ dy00 Þ  ðdx0 þ dy0 Þ ¼ dy00  dy0
¼ dy0þ2t1  dy0 ¼ 1;
so (6) is established. Hence, dðPÞ matches the ﬁrst p entries of dðHkÞ for p þ 1p2k:
In particular, diX1 for iX1:
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To complete the proof of the theorem, we need to show that jPj ¼ 2k for some
kX2: Assume to the contrary that jPj ¼ 2k þ l for some kX2 and 0olo2k:
Consider the poset T ¼ Hkþ1 	 P: Since (6) implies that T coincides with an initial
segment of size 2kþ1jPj in orderZ2 deﬁned on P 	 P; the restriction ofZ2 on T is an
MRI-order for T : On the other hand, by Lemma 11, the reverse-lexicographic order
is also an MRI-order for T :
Let A be the initial segment of T in the order Z2 with jAj ¼ 2jPj þ 1 and let B be
the initial segment of T in the reverse-lexicographic order with jBj ¼ jAj: Denote by
ðx0; y0Þ and ðx00; y00Þ the maximum elements or A and B in the corresponding orders,
respectively. Note that ðx0; y0Þ ¼ ð2; 0Þ and ðx00; y00Þ ¼ ð2l; 1Þ: The arguments similar
to those that imply (7) provide rTððx0; y0ÞÞ ¼ rT ððx00; y00ÞÞ: One has
d2 ¼ rTððx0; y0ÞÞ ¼ rT ððx00; y00ÞÞ ¼ d1 þ d2l :
Hence, d2l ¼ 0 for some 2lX1; which is a contradiction. &
Note that in case (c) of Theorem 1 it is not necessarily true that P ¼ Hk: However,
rðPÞ ¼ rðHkÞ and jPij ¼ jHki j for i ¼ 0;y; rðPÞ: Furthermore, if for iX1 and any
xAPi we add to P the relations ypPx for all yADðFiðxÞÞ and make a similar
operation with Hk; then the resulting posets will be isomorphic (see [7]). Since the
shadow function of P is the same as for Hk; such poset P is not interesting for our
analysis.
4. A new class of Macaulay posets
In this section we prove that for any cartesian power Pn of the poset P; shown in
Fig. 2(a) with a rank-greedy Macaulay order, the zigzag order Zn is Macaulay. A
subposet of P2 formed by the vertices of the ﬁrst and the second level with the order
Z2 is shown in Fig. 2(b). Since P (and, thus, Pn for nX2) is self-dual, it can be easily
shown that P2 is Macaulay.
For x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞAPnð1; 1Þ denote by p0ðxÞ the vector of Pnð1; 0Þ obtained from
x by replacing x1 ¼ 1 with 0: Furthermore, let Pnt ði; jÞ ¼ Pnði; jÞ-Pnt :
Lemma 12. Let ADPnt be an initial segment with ADP
n
t ð1; 0Þ,Pnt ð1; 1Þ: Then
DðAÞ ¼ DðAð1; 1ÞÞ:
Proof. By Lemma 5 the order Zn is consistent, so Að1; 0Þ and Að1; 1Þ are initial
segments in Pnt ð1; 0Þ and Pnt1ð1; 1Þ; respectively. Clearly, DðAÞ+DðAð1; 1ÞÞ:
For the reverse inclusion, let cADðAÞ: If cAPnð1; 1Þ then, obviously, cADðAð1; 1ÞÞ:
So, we assume cAPnð1; 0Þ: Without loss of generality, we can assume c is the
maximum element in DðAð1; 0ÞÞ: Let cADðaÞ for some aAAð1; 0Þ: Then coZna by
rank-greediness (Lemma 8). Consider bAPð1; 1Þ such that c ¼ p0ðbÞ: Since b is the
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successor of c in Zn; one has coZnboZna: Since A is an initial segment, aAA; and
rPnðaÞ ¼ rPnðbÞ then bAA: This implies cADðAð1; 1ÞÞ and the proof is completed. &
Lemma 13. The order Zn on Pn satisfies the continuity property for any nX1:
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n: The case n ¼ 1 is clear, by Fig. 2, so
we assume nX2: By Lemma 9 the poset Pn is rank-greedy. Let ADPnt be an initial
segment.
Case 1: Assume ADPnð1; 0Þ,Pnð1; 1Þ: Let a be the maximum element of Að1; 1Þ
and bADðAÞ be the predecessor of a in order Zn: We show that b is the maximum
element of DðAÞ: Indeed, consider cADðAÞ: If cAPnð1; 0Þ then coZnb follows from
Lemma 12. If cAPnð1; 1Þ then cADðdÞ for some dAAð1; 1Þ: By rank-greediness,
coZnd and doZna by the choice of a: Finally, since b is the predecessor of a and
bad then coZnb:
To complete the proof let x be the ﬁrst element of Pnt1\DðAÞ: Note that
DðAÞ-Pnð1; 0Þ is an initial segment by Lemma 12 and, by induction DðAÞ-Pnð1; 1Þ
is an initial segment in the subposet Pnð1; 1Þ: Since b is the maximum element of
DðAÞ; then xAPnð1; 1Þ: Since xeDðaÞ and yoZnx for any yADðaÞ then aoZnx by
rank-greediness. This implies coZnx; so DðAÞ is an initial segment.
Case 2: Assume A-Pnð1; 2Þa|: Then Pnt ð1; 0Þ,Pnt ð1; 1ÞCA and
Pnt1ð1; 0Þ,Pnt1ð1; 1ÞCDðAÞ: Let x be the ﬁrst element not in DðAÞ and let a be
the maximal element in DðAÞ: Now, aADðAð1; 2ÞÞ and by induction DðAð1; 2ÞÞ is an
initial segment in Pnð1; 2Þ: Thus aoZnx:
Case 3: Assume A-Pnð1; 3Þa|: Then Pnt1ð1; 0Þ,Pnt1ð1; 1Þ,Pnt1ð1; 2ÞCDðAÞ:
Hence, if a is the maximal element in DðAÞ then aADðAð1; 3ÞÞ,DðAð1; 4ÞÞ: If x is the
ﬁrst element of Pnt1\DðAÞ then xAPnð1; 3Þ,Pnð1; 4Þ: Similar to case 1, one can
show aoZnx: &
Now we introduce level compression. For nX2 we call a subset ADPnt level
i-compressed if Aði; jÞ is an initial segment of Pn1trðjÞ in order Zn1: If A is level
i-compressed for all i ¼ 1;y; n then it is called level compressed.
Lemma 14. Let ADPnt and the order Z
n1 be Macaulay for Pn1: Then there exists a
level compressed set DDPnt such that jDj ¼ jAj and jDðDÞjpjDðAÞj:
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Proof. For xAP with rðxÞorðPÞ let rðxÞ ¼ fyAP j xADðyÞg and let rðxÞ ¼ | if
rðxÞ ¼ rðPÞ: Let ADPnt and B ¼ DðAÞ: Then for any ﬁxed i; 1pipn; one has
jDðAÞj ¼
[
xAP
Bði; xÞ

X
X
xAP
max
yArðxÞ
fjDðAði; xÞÞ-Pnði; xÞj; jAði; yÞjg: ð8Þ
Let C be the level i-compression of A: Then Cði; xÞ and DðCði; xÞÞ-Pnði; xÞ (Lemma
13) are initial segments in the Pnt ði; xÞ and Pnt1ði; xÞ; respectively. Therefore, the
lower bound (8) for the set C is tight. Since Pnði; xÞ is isomorphic to the Macaulay
poset Pn1; then jDðAði; xÞÞ-Pnði; xÞjXjDðCði; xÞÞ-Pnði; xÞj: This implies
jDðAÞjXjDðCÞj:
Applying level i-compression for i ¼ 1;y; n sufﬁciently many times in the cyclic
order one gets a level compressed set DDPnt satisfying the statement. &
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The zigzag order Zn on Pn; where P is the diamond poset, is Macaulay for
nX1:
Proof. We use induction on n: For n ¼ 1 and 2 the proof easily follows by observing
the Hasse diagrams of P and P2 given in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively, so we assume
nX3: By Lemma 13 the order Zn satisﬁes the continuity property, so it remains to
establish the nestedness.
Let ADPnt be an optimal set. By Lemma 14, we can assume A is level compressed.
Let a ¼ ða1;y; anÞ be the last vertex of A in orderZn; and let b ¼ ðb1;y; bnÞ be the
ﬁrst vertex of Pnt \A: If A is an initial segment then the theorem is true, so we assume
a4Znb: Using the fact that A is compressed, we will show that either bAA; a
contradiction, or jDðAÞjXjDððA\fagÞ,fbgÞj; in which case we can swap a with b and
proceed.
We can assume that a1pZ13 and b1pZ11: Indeed, by Lemma 3 the Macaulayness
of Pn is equivalent to the Macaulayness of ðPÞn: However, the roles of a and b in
ðPÞn are played by ð4 b1;y; 4 bnÞ and ð4 a1;y; 4 anÞ; respectively. Thus,
for example, the cases with a1 ¼ 4; b1 ¼ 1 and a1 ¼ 3; b1 ¼ 0 are equivalent since Pn
is self dual for any nX1:
Case 1: Assume a ¼ ð3; a2;y; anÞ and b ¼ ð1; b2;y; bnÞ: Suppose there exists an
iX2 such that rðaiÞ ¼ rðbiÞ: If ai4Z1bi then, using the consistency ofZn (Lemma 5),
a ¼ð3; a2;y; ai;y; anÞ4Znð3; a2;y; ai1; bi; aiþ1;y; anÞ
4Znð1; b2;y; bnÞ ¼ bAA:
If aioZ1bi then
a ¼ð3; a2;y; ai;y; anÞ4Znð2; a2;y; ai1; bi; aiþ1;y; anÞ
4Znð1; b2;y; bnÞ ¼ bAA:
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Any two consecutive vectors in the chains above have a common equal entry. Since
aAA and A is level compressed then bAA: A similar approach will be used in the
analysis of all remaining cases. Suppose rðaiÞarðbiÞ for all iX2: There exist i and j
such that rðaiÞ4rðbiÞ and rðajÞorðbjÞ: Moreover, we can assume that rðaiÞ 
rðbiÞXrðbjÞ  rðajÞX0: Choose a0iADðaiÞ: If nX4 then
a ¼ð3;y; ai;y; aj;y; anÞ4Znð2;y; a0i;y; bj;y; anÞ
4Znð1;y; bi;y; bj;y; bnÞ ¼ b:
If n ¼ 3 then a ¼ ð3; a2; a3Þ and b ¼ ð1; b2; b3Þ: If jrða2Þ  rðb2Þj ¼ 1; then a ¼
ð3; a2; a3Þ4Z3ð0; a2; a3Þ4Z3ð1; b2; b3Þ ¼ b: One has a ¼ ð3; 4; 0Þ4Z3ð3; 0; 4Þ4
Z3ð1; 0; 4Þ ¼ b: If jrða2Þ  rðb2Þj ¼ 2; then a2 ¼ 0 and b2 ¼ 4 or a2 ¼ 4 and b2 ¼ 0;
and a ¼ ð3; 0; 4Þ4Z3ð3; 1; 1Þ4Z3ð0; 4; 1Þ4Z3ð1; 4; 0Þ ¼ b: In both cases, we have
shown that bAA:
Case 2: Assume a ¼ ð2; a2;y; anÞ and b ¼ ð1; b2;y; bnÞ: Suppose there exists an
iX2 such that rðaiÞ ¼ rðbiÞ þ 1: We have
a ¼ ð2;y; ai;y;y; anÞ4Znð0; b2;y; ai;y; anÞ4Znð1;y; bi;y; bnÞ ¼ b;
since ð0; aiÞ4Z2ð1; biÞ for ai4Z1bi:
Suppose there exists an iX2; such that rðaiÞ ¼ rðbiÞ þ 2 in which case ai ¼ 4 and
bi ¼ 0: If ai ¼ 4 then ak ¼ 4 for iokpn: Indeed, if akoZ14 for some k4i then
choose a0k such that rða0kÞ ¼ rðakÞ þ 1: One has
a ¼ð2; a2;y; ai ¼ 4;y; ak;y; anÞ4Znð2; a2;y; 2;y; a0k;y; anÞ
4Znð0; b2;y; 2; biþ1;y; bnÞ4Znð1; b2;y; bi ¼ 0;y; bnÞ ¼ b;
where the ﬁrst inequality follows from ð4; akÞ4Z2ð2; a0kÞ and the last one from
ð0; 2Þ4Z2ð1; 0Þ:
We may now assume that a ¼ ð2;y; aj;y; 4;y; 4Þ and b ¼
ð1;y; bj;y; 0;y; 0Þ: Moreover, since rPnðaÞ ¼ rPnðbÞ; there exists a jX2 such that
rðajÞorðbjÞ:
If aj ¼ 0 then, since bj4Z10;
a ¼ð2;y; aj ¼ 0;y; 4; 4;y; 4Þ4Znð2;y; aj ¼ 1;y; 1; 4;y; 4Þ
4Znð0;y; bj;y; 1; 0;y; 0Þ4Znð1;y; bj;y; 0; 0;y; 0Þ ¼ b;
where the ﬁrst inequality follows from ð0; 4Þ4Z2ð1; 1Þ:
If aj4Z10; then, since bj ¼ 4;
a ¼ð2;y; aj;y; 4; 4;y; 4Þ4Znð0;y; 3;y; 4; 4;y; 4Þ
4Znð1;y; 3;y; 1; 4;y; 4Þ4Znð1;y; bj ¼ 4;y; 0; 0;y; 0Þ ¼ b;
where the last inequality follows from ð3; 1Þ4Z2ð4; 0Þ:
Suppose that rðaiÞ ¼ rðbiÞ for all iX2; which then implies aiAf1; 2g and biAf2; 3g:
If ai ¼ 2 for all iX2 then
a ¼ ð2; 2;y; 2Þ4Znð2; 1; 3; 2;y; 2Þ4Znð1; b2; b3;y; bnÞ ¼ b:
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Assume ai ¼ 1 for some iX2: In this case ða1;y; ai1; 0; aiþ1;y; anÞADnewðaÞ;
so jDnewðaÞjX1: On the other hand, DnewðbÞ ¼ fð0; b2;y; bnÞg; thus
jDnewðaÞjXjDnewðbÞj; and so jDððA\fagÞ,fbgÞjpjDðAÞj; and we can swap a and b:
Case 3: Assume a ¼ ð0; a2;y; anÞ and b ¼ ð1; b2;y; bnÞ: Then b0 ¼
ð0; b2;y; bnÞADðAÞ by Lemma 12. Hence, there exists a vector d ¼
ð0; b2;y; di;y; bnÞAA; where d and b0 differ in only the ith component, with
di4Z1bi: But now
d ¼ ð0; b2;y; di;y; bnÞ4ð1; b2;y; bnÞ ¼ b;
since ð0; diÞ4Z2ð1; biÞ; so bAA:
Case 4: Assume b ¼ ð0; b2;y; bnÞ: In this case the assumptions of Lemma 12
are satisﬁed for the set Fnt ðbÞ: This implies DðA,fbgÞ ¼ DðAÞ; hence,
jDððA\fagÞ,fbgÞjpjDðAÞj; and we can swap a and b:
Therefore, in all cases either we have bAA; a contradiction, or we can swap a and b
without increasing the shadow of A: After a ﬁnite number of such operations A will
be transformed into an initial segment. &
5. A new construction for Macaulay posets
Let P be a Macaulay poset with associated Macaulay order O: The poset P is
called additive if for any t40 and any m and m0 the following condition is satisﬁed:
jDðFtðm0ÞÞj þ jDðFtðm00ÞÞjXjDðFtðm0 þ kÞÞj þ jDðFtðm00  kÞÞj; ð9Þ
where
k ¼ kðm0; m00Þ ¼ minfm00; jPtj  m0g:
In other words, if we take two copies P0 and P00 of P; and initial segments
Ftðm0ÞDP0t and Ftðm00ÞDP00t ; we should be able to move some vertices from one
initial segment to the other one without increasing the sum of their shadows. This
transformation is schematically shown in Fig. 3, where the initial segments are
depicted in bold.
Examples of additive Macaulay posets include the Boolean lattice and the lattice
of multisets, the star poset and colored complexes (see [11] for more details).
Let P be an additive Macaulay poset. First we construct a poset PðkÞ whose Hasse
diagram consists of k disjoint copies of P; assuming that the tth level of PðkÞ is the
union of the tth levels of the corresponding copies. This poset can be viewed as
cartesian product of P with a trivial poset T ðkÞ with k elements q1;y; qk of rank 0,
i.e. PðkÞ ¼ T ðkÞ 	 P: Note that T ðkÞ is a Macaulay poset with a Macaulay order T
given by q1oTq2oT?oTqk:
Using the additivity and induction on k; it can be shown that PðkÞ is additive and
Macaulay for any kX1 (see [10]). The Macaulay order on PðkÞ is the lexicographic-
like order: ðq0; p0ÞoPðkÞ ðq00; p00Þ if and only if either q0oTq00; or if q0 ¼ q00 and p0oOp00:
Now we add to the relation on PðkÞ any subset of fðq0x; q00yÞ j q0oTq00 and rPðyÞ ¼
rPðxÞ þ 1g: We denote the resulting poset by QðkÞ: This construction in the case k ¼ 2
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is shown in Fig. 4(a). The two copies of a poset P; namely fq1g 	 P (the left one) and
fq2g 	 P (the right one), are shown by ovals together with some new edges
connecting them. In particular, if the Hasse diagram of P consists of two elements
connected by an edge, this construction results in the N-poset shown in Fig. 4(b).
Some further examples are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) for the cases when the Hasse
diagram of P is a chain of length 2 and a star with three rays, respectively.
Since for any subset ADPðkÞt one has jDPðkÞ ðAÞjpjDQðkÞ ðAÞj and for any initial
segment of the order deﬁned above we have an equality by the construction, QðkÞ is
Macaulay. The argument similar to the one in [10] implies that QðkÞ is additive.
Theorem 3. Let P be a poset and nX1: If Pn is additive and Macaulay, then ðQðkÞÞn is
additive and Macaulay for all kX1:
Proof. The arguments above imply the theorem is true for n ¼ 1: Assume nX2 and
consider ﬁrst the poset ðPðkÞÞn: One can view ðPðkÞÞn as the cartesian product
ðT ðkÞÞn 	 Pn: The poset ðT ðkÞÞn for T ðkÞ speciﬁed above consists of kn isolated
elements ðz1;y; znÞ of rank 0 with ziAfq1;y; qkg; i ¼ 1;y; n: In other words,
ðPðkÞÞn ¼ ðT ðkÞ 	 PÞn ¼ ðT ðkÞÞn 	 Pn: We deﬁne a lexicographic-like total order $n
on ðPðkÞÞn by setting ðz01;y; z0n; p0Þ!nðz001;y; z00n; p00Þ if and only if ðz01;y; z0nÞ precedes
ðz001;y; z00nÞ in the lexicographic order or if ðz01;y; z0nÞ ¼ ðz001;y; z00nÞ and p0oOp00: Now
let us turn to the poset ðQðkÞÞn: One has
jDðPðkÞÞnðAÞjpjDðQðkÞÞnðAÞj: ð10Þ
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Fig. 3. The additivity of P: (a) The original conﬁguration. The resulting sets: (b) if k ¼ m00 and (c) if
k ¼ jPtj  m0:
Fig. 4. (a) General construction of poset QðkÞ: (b–d) Some examples.
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Let ðx; yÞ be an edge of the Hasse diagram of QðkÞ\PðkÞ: If the vertices ðz01;y; z0n; xÞ
and ðz001 ;y; z00n ; yÞ are connected by an edge of the Hasse diagram of ðQðkÞÞn; then
ðz01;y; z0nÞaðz001 ;y; z00nÞ: Furthermore, these vectors differ in one entry only, say the
ith entry. If rðxÞorðyÞ then z0ioTz00i by the construction of QðkÞ: Hence, ðz01;y; z0nÞ
precedes ðz001 ;y; z00nÞ in the lexicographic order. By the deﬁnition of the order$n; if
A is an initial segment of this order, then (10) becomes equality. Hence, ðQðkÞÞn is a
Macaulay poset. The additivity of ðQðkÞÞn follows from the arguments presented
in [10]. &
In particular, Theorem 3 in combination with known results concerning the
additivity of the lattice of multisets and the star posets (see [11]), implies that any
cartesian power of the posets shown in Fig. 4(b)–(d) is Macaulay.
Now we are ready to prove the following proposition that appeared in Section 2.
Proof of Lemma 6. We will ﬁrst show that if Z2 is Macaulay for P2 then P is
additive. The proof goes along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2(c) in [7]. Note that
[7] deals with a different deﬁnition of the additivity, which, however, is equivalent to
the one used in our paper (see [11] for details). Although the mentioned theorem is
proved in [7] for the lexicographic order, its proof also works for the order Z2: We
only have to make sure that, following the notations of [7], there exist two elements
x; yAP such that ðx; yÞað0; 1Þ; ðx; yÞaðp  1; pÞ; xoZ1y and rðxÞ ¼ rðyÞ: In this
case the lexicographic order on P2 matches the orderZ2: However, if the elements x
and y do not exist, then jP0jp2; jPrðPÞjp2; and jPij ¼ 1 for 0oiorðPÞ: There exist
just a small number of such posets if P is connected, and all of them are additive, as it
is easy to verify.
Now, if P is additive and Macaulay, then we apply Proposition 6 of [7] that
guarantees DðPiÞ ¼ Pi1 for any i ¼ 1;y; rðPÞ: The last condition and the fact that
P is additive and Macaulay if and only if P is additive and Macaulay (see [11]),
imply P is graded. &
6. Concluding remarks
With a little work one can also adapt the proof of Theorem 2(d,e) of [7] to show
further important properties of the diamond poset such that shadow-increasing and
ﬁnal shadow-increasing. This properties are widely used to solve various extremal
poset problems, see [6,11] for some of them.
As a byproduct of our analysis we are able to specify the class of all connected
graphs G for which the order Zn provides nestedness in the edge-isoperimetric
problem on Gn: It is shown in [3] that for any graph G and any nX1 there exists a
representing poset for Gn (but not versa, in general), for which the order Zn is an
MRI-order. As soon as all representing posets are speciﬁed in Theorem 5, we can
restore all represented graphs. Now, the N-poset represents no connected graph
because it has two elements of zero rank (see [2,3]). Therefore, the class consists just
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of the series of hypercube-like graphs and a cycle of length 5 represented by the
diamond poset.
We expect that our approach can also be used to specify all posets whose cartesian
powers with the ‘‘star order’’ (see [6,11]) are Macaulay. It is shown in [2] that the
cartesian powers of trees are the only connected graphs for which this order solves
the edge-isoperimetric problem. What remains to be done in this direction is to specify
the posets that represent no graphs. It seems that Lemmas 6–9 are of more general
nature and are valid for many consistent orders (presently we know that they are valid
for three different orders: the lexicographic order, the zigzag order and the simplicial
order [8]). It is very interesting to specify all total orders for which they are valid.
Another candidate for adaption of our approach is the Petersen order introduced
in [4]. Since it is rather close to the zigzag order, we expect a complete speciﬁcation of
the Macaulay posets with this order can be done with a little additional work. We
also believe that the proof technique of Theorem 2 can be used to prove the
Macaulayness of the posets representing the cartesian powers of the Petersen graph
(see [2,4]).
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